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SETTLING-IN POLICY 
Children must feel happy and secure without their parents, before they can play and 
learn successfully.   They need to be confident that their parents or carers will return 
at the end of the session.   
 
In order to achieve this our procedures are: 
 
• To arrange for parents to visit with their child for part of a session before they 

start (if the manager feels there is a need) *REFER TO COVID-19 SECTION 
• Admission to the pre-school is staggered to reduce the number of new children 

starting at the same time.  
• To recognise that parents know their child best and to work with them to make 

the child feel welcome and secure. 
• Each child is an individual, so how a child is left on their first session is decided on 

an individual basis. 
• We insist that the main carer must not sneak off but to tell their child that they 

are leaving and will return. We find that a child will settle in much quicker with 
this approach. 

• We recognise that at some stage the child may need to be left even though 
distressed.  In such cases the child will be given the continual support of one 
member of staff.  If the child continues to be unduly distressed and is unable to 
settle, then the parent will be contacted and asked to return. 

• If a child is upset when left, parents are welcome to telephone the group at any 
time to enquire about them.  Also, a member of staff will ring you after the first 
half hour to let you know how your child is doing. 

• Children will be allowed to bring in items of comfort, but we encourage that they 
are left on the front desk to give reassurance *REFER TO COVID-19 SECTION 

• We aim to give each child adequate time and support to settle into the setting.  
Parents’ worries and concerns will be taken seriously. 

• Parents who are anxious about their child will be given reassurance and 
information about their child’s activities and welfare during the session. 

• We recommend that parents/carers of children new to the group return early so 
the child does not become distressed when other children are collected and they 
are left waiting.  (Young children have little concept of time and may not 
understand that you will “be here soon”.) 

• Children develop at different rates and parents should not be discouraged if their 
child does not settle in as quickly as another.  We will offer reassurance and 
support. 

• Please bring in on the first day: 
• Appropriate clothing for the changeable weather *REFER TO COVID-19 SECTION 
• A sun hat for warm, sunny weather or coat depending on the weather as well as a 

school bag with a change of clothes (all clearly named) 
• A toy from home, if needed to settle your child *REFER TO COVID-19 SECTION 
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• Child’s Starter Pack & any medication such as inhaler/Epipens. Remember to tell 
the pre-school of any important changes in your child’s welfare, including 
telephone contact details and of any new medical needs e.g. allergies .  

 
 
COVID-19 UPDATE 13th September 2021 
 
Due to cross contamination risks and to reduce items being brought back and forth 
between home, Pre School and other settings, no unnecessary items are to be 
brought in from home (toys/books/dressing up items etc.). As a toy/item can be a 
source of comfort and a familiar link to their family, children can bring in a 
photograph of their family, or a picture of their favourite toy/soft toy to put on our 
‘Family Tree’ wall display. 

 
For now, children are to come to Pre School with a light bag that they can carry 
independently that can be left in the setting throughout the week and brought home 
on Fridays, unless changing of clothes needs replenished (full changes of clothes to 
be inside the bag) or if required for Nursery/childminder/grandparents etc. All items 
are to be named to avoid mix ups. Items for celebrations e.g. birthdays must only 
consist of individual packets of chocolate buttons or similar (no sweets and items 
such as cakes are discouraged). Should a child have a specific allergy that would 
exclude them from taking part then this would be communicated to all parents/main 
carers before children start the Pre School year and items for birthday will not be 
permitted. 
 
Refer to Arrival & Departure Policy for up-to-date procedures 

A staff member will be positioned at the Pre School door should they need to assist 
the staff member at the greeting point. We are mindful that with changes made to 
Arrival and Departure Procedure due to COVID-19, this may cause increased 
anxieties and uncertainties in some children in an already new transition, as they may 
have previously been used to being dropped off into a household or within the 
setting. It may be a big step for some children to be led into a new setting by a staff 
member they’re unfamiliar with and we will do our best to minimise the worries of 
children during this time. If a child is reluctant to come into Pre School on arrival, the 
staff member/s will attempt to reassure, support and appropriately distract the child. 
To assist with a smooth and positive handover, it is important that the parent/carer 
attempts to settle their child before he/she come to the meeting point. To ensure an 
efficient and safe arrival of children is maintained, the parent/carer may be asked to 
return to their car to settle their child if he/she continues to be too unsettled to come 
into Pre School. 
 We will continue to work in partnership for the wellbeing of every child and in 
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working in partnership with parents/carers, open lines of communication must be 
actively promoted for the best interests of the child.  We will discuss if your child 
becomes increasing unsettled coming into Pre School beyond the settling in period, 
and we will work together to find ways to help your child (e.g. providing information 
on child’s interests, favourite songs/music that could be played when child is coming 
into setting). As a parents/carer you will have your own concerns and whilst this is 
understandable, children can pick up on these feelings. If and when you can, ‘paint a 
positive picture of the Pre School!’ – talk about the fun activities they’ll be doing, the 
new things they’ll learn, the friendships they’ll make and how your child can talk to 
the adults/staff at any time if they’re feeling sad, angry or worried.  Going into this 
Pre School year, there will be a heightened focus on mental and physical health and 
wellbeing incorporated in the planning and general daily routines. Even though there 
will be particular limitations due to Health and Safety, (refer to Curriculum Policy for 
details) there will now be planned provision to include increased and physical 
movement sessions when and where possible. 
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